March 18, 2020

President Donald J. Trump
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear President Trump:
I write to urge you to fortify the domestic response to the coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19) pandemic by directing the Army Corps of Engineers (Army Corps) to convert or
construct new temporary medical facilities.
There are already almost 6,000 confirmed cases of COVID-19 in the United States, with
that number expected to rise exponentially in the coming days. 1 Public health experts fear that
hospitals will be overwhelmed by an influx of confirmed or presumed positive cases. 2 A Boston
Globe editorial notes that the virus could cause up to 400,000 hospitalizations in Massachusetts,
but that the Massachusetts Hospital Association calculates “there are […] 14,596 staffed beds in
Massachusetts’ acute care hospitals and only about 1,112 in various ICU units.”3 This falls
dramatically short of the number of beds that may be needed if the virus continues spreading at
its current rate.
Your recently announced national emergency declaration under the Robert T. Stafford
Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act (Stafford Act) empowers the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) to assist state and local governments during the COVID-19
outbreak.4 The Army Corps “assists the Department of Homeland Security and FEMA by
coordinating and organizing public works and engineering-related support as the agent for the
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Department of Defense.”5 Consistent with this emergency support mission, the Army Corps’
assistance can include assessments of facilities for emergency access by COVID-19 patients and
restoring and bolstering critical public facilities, such as hospitals. I urge you to direct the
Secretary of Defense to activate the Army Corps in executing this mission nationwide.
Converting usable military and civilian infrastructure into temporary medical centers to
receive COVID-19 patients is consistent with the Army Corps’ mission and is necessary to
address imminent public health needs. New York Governor Andrew Cuomo recently observed:
States cannot build more hospitals, acquire ventilators or modify facilities quickly
enough. At this point, our best hope is to utilize the Army Corps of Engineers to
leverage its expertise, equipment and people power to retrofit and equip existing
facilities — like military bases or college dormitories — to serve as temporary
medical centers. Then we can designate existing hospital beds for the acutely ill. 6
While I welcome your recent decision to grant Governor Cuomo’s request for New
York,7 other states need additional capacity for coronavirus-related hospitalizations.
Accordingly, your emergency declaration under the Stafford Act would support the activation of
the Army Corps of Engineers to strengthen the federal response to the coronavirus, and you
should activate them immediately nationwide.
Additionally, as many as ten percent of COVID-19 patients may require ventilators, and
the sudden spike in need for this equipment could force hospitals into making tragic decisions
about how to triage patients.8 States and health care providers are also anticipating shortages of
other essential drugs and medical supplies, including personal protective equipment (PPE), due
to the anticipated surge in hospital utilization and disruptions in supply chains. 9 That is why I
welcome Secretary Esper’s recent announcement that DoD “will provide 5 million respirator
masks and 2,000 specialized ventilators”10 to support the federal response to the coronavirus
public health emergency.
Given the reality of the exponential growth of the virus, supplemental infrastructure must
be designated and ready to receive patients immediately. The Army Corps is in position to help
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address this public health emergency by converting existing space into temporary medical
centers. Taking this action will save lives.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Sincerely,

___________________________
Elizabeth Warren
United States Senator

